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New homepage – all you need to know about the Central European 
Rally at a glance 
 

• Clearer, more informative, and even more fascinating facts on the new WRC rally 
• Trilingual page (German / English / Czech) provides all information for a trip to the rally  
• Advance tickets for the spectator stage in Prague available online now 

 
While rally fans have been counting down the days to the Central European Rally for a while now, the 
organisers have been working hard to provide them with an even better service: the updated 
homepage for the new event on the FIA World Rally Championship (WRC) calendar now features even 
more information and is even simpler to use. As well as day and weekend tickets, tickets for the Super 
Special Stage in Velka Chuchle, on the outskirts of Prague, are now also available in the new online 
ticket shop. The homepage can still be found at the same address as previously: 
www.centraleuropeanrally.eu. 
 
The Central European Rally is an international affair: fans from all over Europe are hungry to 
experience the motorsport spectacle in the region bordering Germany, Austria and the Czech Republic. 
With this in mind, the homepage is a multilingual service, meaning users are able to navigate the site in 
German, English and Czech. They will find even more information on the upgraded platform, allowing 
them to plan their visit to the rally from start to finish. The homepage now includes fascinating 
background information on the World Rally Championship and the event, as well as the exact itinerary 
and schedule, which is now also available online as a PDF document. And it goes without saying that 
the offering will continue to grow between now and the event, from 26th to 29th October 2023. For 
example, detailed information on the routes and location of spectator zones will be published over the 
coming days, making it even easier to plan a trip to the rally. 
 
Tickets available for the spectacular opening in Prague 
One important navigation point for many people visiting the homepage is the online ticket shop, where 
they will now find all tickets that are available to purchase in advance. They include tickets for the 
spectacular opening stage in Velka Chuchle on the outskirts of Prague: an ultra-compact circuit is being 
erected on the racecourse, which spectators will be able to see perfectly from the covered 
grandstands. Seats in the grandstand are available for € 80.00, while tickets for standing areas cost € 
40.00. Standing and seated tickets are also still on sale for the second stage of the opening day, which 
takes place in Klatovy (standing € 34.00 or € 17.00 for those with the Rally Pass, seating € 68,00). Day 
tickets (€ 45.00 on Friday / Saturday, € 35.00 on Sunday) and the Rally Pass (€ 99.00 for Friday to 
Sunday) are available for the remaining days. 
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